
 Some BAITIANGONG followers say: “it is good enough 

as sole believer in my family to pray to GOD. Let my children to 

decide their own faith upon reaching their adulthood!”  

 Such typical mind set is utterly wrong!

 How do we ascertain if our children have been praying to 

GOD?

 In my visit to America, I came across a BAITIANGONG 

follower whose son prays to GOD merely once a day. Hence, I 

explained to his son about the signi  cance of twice prayer daily i.e.; 

once in the morning right a er wake up, because should you die 

in accident while leaving your home, at least you’re not too distant 

from your last prayer and once at night before going to bed for the 

same reason should you die in your sleep. Regardless of your travel-

ling mode should you die in the forthcoming accident, it is fortunate 

that you have performed the last prayer before the accident.
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 Life or death is not the contention, what is the issue then? 

We must meditate (re  ect deeply) on where do our soul go upon 

our demise? 

 

 If our concern is only our own soul, what about our chil-

dren’s soul? We need to ask them, where will their souls end up? 

Let’s have a day for a good chat with our kids, regardless if they are 

grown up or still young, to explain the importance of praying to 

GOD.

 We should not underestimate kids. Despite their age 

they are wise anyway. When they’re being repeatedly instilled 

with the importance of praying to GOD, they would abstain 

from idol worship. Kids behave in such a way has its attributes in 

their upbringing owing to the environment in understanding the 

meaning of praying to GOD.

 If we are neglectful to impart the importance of praying to 

GOD to them while they’re young, we would never ascertain if our 

children will continue praying to GOD in their adulthood or a er 

marriage. As a BAITIANGONG follower and responsible parent, 

how do we address such predicament?

 Verily, it doesn’t matter whether it’s our own children or 

our siblings, what’s important is that we preach BAITIANGONG 

to them.

 A brother named Mike (Singaporean) recount an occasion 

to me, where in one BAITIANGONG obsequies, while scattering 



ashes off shore, Bro Chan Yio Hee (deceased’s son)  and 

family members (non-follower) jointly kneeled and prayed to GOD 

for the deceased’s soul. 

 As such, if the non-believing members in the family were 

willing to kneel and pray, then what is the reason for failing to 

preach to them?

 In that case, why does Bro Chan Yio Hee  fails 

to preach BAITIANGONG to his siblings? Bro Mike told me, Bro 

Chan’s siblings knelt to pray to GOD for their mother when they 

were scattering her ashes, which means Bro Chan managed to 

convince the siblings to pray to GOD for their mother. 

 

 Had Bro Chan convinced the siblings to accept GOD before 

the demise of their mother, was it possible that the brothers would 

have accepted BAITIANGONG by now?

 Indeed, it is possible, so we have to do our level best in 

preaching. We must not think that we can’t, if we keep repeating 

that we can’t then nothing is achievable; if we think that we can, 

and then it is possible that we reap the fruit of success, there’s no 

reason that we cannot succeed, so we should stop thinking that 

we can’t, keep focusing that we can. It is just a matter of timing for 

result bearing.

 As long as we are diligent in explaining the importance of 

BAITIANGONG to them, one day they will attain their spiritual 

awakening. 
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Do not be complacent with just your prayer alone, 

we must also ensure our children pray to GOD as well. 

If we do concern about our children’s soul, 

we shall spend time with children to expound 

the truth of BAITIANGONG.

We shall diligently disseminate 

the truth of BAITIANGONG.

We must not being pessimistic while beset by adversities, 

no reason to give up without giving our level best. 

Stay put and  rm in believing that we can make it through. 

It is just a matter of timing for result bearing.

As long as we are perseverance in expounding 

the truth of BAITIANGONG to them, 

they would be awakened someday.

Glossary
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